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summarized as follows. First, spatial se,wentation
technique, such as region growing, watershed
algorithm etc, is applied to segment the whole image
into spatially consistent regions. Then, motion
information of each region is calculated by motion
estimation. Finally, regions with similar motion are
merged together to form the final objects. Hybrid
segmentation can extract object accurately. However,
the computation complexity is very high because the
procession is performed on the whole image. Besides,
the region classification is unreliable because the
motion estimation is sensitive to the objects’
irregular movement (e.g. rapid or non-rigid
movement) and obvious illumination.
An automatic hybrid segmentation algorithm
under multi-constraints is proposed. To reduce the
computation complexity, spatial segmentation and
region classification are only performed on the initial
areas which are approximate objects’ areas separated
from the background by temporal segmentation
using continuous frame difference (CFD). To
overcome the drawback of region classification
based on motion estimation, regions are classified as
foregroundhackground by estimating the MAP of
the MRF with spatial, temporal and adjacent
constraints, according to the similarity between the
region and current background obtained by CFD, the
region and the segmentation results of previous
frame, the region and its neighbors.
The proposed algorithm is divided into three
major steps. Firstly, temporal segmentation separates
initial areas from current background by CFD.
Secondly, only initial objects’ areas are segmented
into spatially consistent regions by watershed
algorithm [7] based on a color gradient. Finally,
regions are classified by estimating the MAP of the
MRF with spatial, temporal and adjacent constraints.

Abstract
A new algorithm under multi-constraints for
automatic segmentation of video moving objects is
proposed. First, the temporal segmentation
separates the initial areas including moving objects
accurately from the background by continuous frame
difference. Then, the spatial segmentation segments
the initial areas into spatially consistent regions by
Watershed algorithm based on a color gradient.
Finally, regions are classified as foreground/
background by maximizing the a posterior
probability (MAP)of the MRF with spatial, temporal
and adjacent constraints. Experimental results
demonstrate that the algorithm is not sensitive to
objects’ irregular movement and illumination, and it
can extract moving video objects accurareLy.

1. Introduction
Automatic moving video objects segmentation,
the fundament of the content-based video application,
has been intensively studied in the past. The existing
automatic moving video objects segmentation
techniques can be classified into three approaches,
namely, I) spatial segmentation, 2) temporal
segmentation, 3) hybrid segmentation.
I ) Spatial segmentation [I], [Z] can obtain
precise objects’ boundary using the spatial
information (color, texture, gradient, etc.). However,
the segmentation results are not always intact objects
due to only the spatial information used.
2 ) Temporal segmentation [3], [4] can detect
changes between frames rapidly using temporal
(motion) information (e.g. the frame difference).
However, the segmentation results don’t track the
objects’ boun-dary precisely due to only the
temporal information used.
3) Hybrid segmentation [5], [61 should he the
optimal approach currently to extract the video
objects by taking spatio-temporal information into
account. The major steps of these approaches can he
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2. Temporal Segmentation
Temporal segmentation separates initial areas
from current background, which premises the
reduction of computation complexity in the
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following procession. It is implemented using CFD
with two preliminary steps, namely, global motion
estimation and compensation, change detection.
1) Global Motion Estimation
To estimate the global motion, the camera motion
is modeled by the six-parameter affine motion model:
x ' = ax + by + e
(1)
y ' = cx+ dy + f
the global motion is estimated iteratively using
Gauss-Newton (GN) algorithm. The initial
parameters of global motion estimation are obtained
by least square method. To reduce the computation
time, the GN algorithm is applied within a threelevel multi-resolution pyramid, which is generated
using [1/4, 1/2, 1/41 filter. For global motion
compensation the bilinear interpolation is used.
2) Change Detection
Let I, and I,, denote two consecutive frames, d#,,.is

{

Let GI , G ,

gradient images of the three color components ( Y ,
Cb and Cr), which arc calculated using Canny's
gradient approximation [9], and then normalized into
[0,255]. The color gradient G,,is calculated as:
{ 0".G; ( P ) . mi>. Gb(PI.mc. - G , ( P I } fl,(PI = I
G&)=

-i

(2)

The change detection mask D,,,,is defined as:

elre

0

(5)
where m y ,arb,
a,, are the weight coefficients of the

gradient magnitudes of Y, Cb and Cr. In experiments,
we have used my =0.5, om= mc, =0.25.
Watershed is implemented using fast immersion
simulation [7] on the initial areas IF,. To overcome
the watershed's inherent drawback, namely, over
segmentation, a spatio-temporal merging scheme [5]
is adopted to merge small regions.
For the convenience of narration in the rest of the
paper, let R =(@

the frame difference:

d , , { . ( p =) W x I , ( p ) - W x I , , ( p ' )

and G:., denote the nonnalized

,...,cl
denote the set of regions

after spatial segmentation. Ni is the size of R,' ,

N o r ( R : ) is the set of neighbors of R,' . IF; = uqis the
,-a

initial areas obtained by CFD, I B =I, - I t is the
current background. IO-,=

where W is a smooth filter (e.g. 3 x 3 Gaussian
filter), T is the threshold depending on the camera
noise, which can be selected within [5, 101 according
to the specific occasion of video application.
Connected components analysis [9] is applied to
eliminate those smaller noise regions in D,,c,.

U K-3 is

the objects

UC>P

segmented from previous frame, where L(R,'.,) is the
classification of R,'-, ( L ( R I , ) E ( F , B ) , F denotes
foreground, B denotes background ).

Continuous Frame Difference (CFD)
There are always some occluded or disoccluded
background areas left in D,,,, . To obtain more

3)

4. Region Classification
MRF model is a very prominent stochastic model
applied comprehensively in image processing and
computer vision. For region classification, MRF is
defined using spatial, temporal and adjacent
constraints based on the similarity between the
region and current background, the region and the
segmented results of previous frame, the region and
ifs neighbors. Then, regions are classified by
estimating the MAP of the MRF.
According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem
[8] and Bayes' rule, the MAP of MRF can be
estimated by minimizing the posterior energy [51, 181.
So we define the posterior energy U P ( X I 0) of MRF

accurate initial areas, the CFD is calculated.
LetD,,,-, ,D,,,., denote the change detection masks of
current frame I , and previous frame I,.< , next
frame I,,, , the CFD mask D, is defined as:

n

(4)
D, = D,.,+, D-.,,,
By calculating the CFD, more accurate initial areas
IF, are separated from current background IB,, and
there are few background areas left in the IF,.

3. Spatial Segmentation

as:

Watershed algorithm based on the gradient image
[7] is applied to segment the initial areas IF, due to
its robustness and affectivity. To improve the
accuracy of segmentation, the IF,'s gradient in the
YCbCr color space is calculated.

",(XI

9=-&!f(X,Q+P.ro+YX,@+
,=I

u.y!(x,O)

(6)

ILi)EE

where V ' ( X . 0 ) , V,'(X,O) , y;(X,O) are the

energy functions corresponding to spatial, temporal
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a,P,r are the associated

and adjacent conswaints,

on the magnitude of temporal similarity 7
D
'
'
)

weight coefficients, E = { ( i , j ) l q sNor(6)Jis the set

threshold T . The more similar R,' and IO,., are, the

of all adjacent relationship.
1)

spatial constraint energy

more likely R,' is to he classified as foreground. By

~."(x,o)

i

f(So($),T,SD,.SDh)Xi = B (7)
YS(X,O)=
I-f(so($),T,SD-,sDJ X ( = F
where SD(R,')
is the spatial similarity of R,' and IB, :

considering the temporal constraint, mistaken
classifications of regions similar to the background
can be prevented.

3)

adjacent constraint energy v j n ( X ,0 )

yCX,Ql=

D,(p+ v)

= 0 ,N ,

and

1

(mfl.R)-")w,. "I-

1-(R4<.@)-RDJ/(RDm

-")

7.=x, (12)
x.'X,

where R@R,$) is the adjacent similarity of R,' and

> N,

(8)
its neighbor R,' :

/ , ' ( p ) , I S 2 ( p ) , / , ' (are
p ) the associated intensity func-

Y, Cb, Cr, w , , w 2 ,U, are associated weight
coefficients same as w, ,wm,mC.,in section 3. v is the
tions of

R:

matching vector within a w x w window. N , is the

a

scaling

function

its neighbor

which

ifd < T
else

(9)

y ' ( X , O ) represents the likehood of the region

R,' to be classified as foregroundbackground based
and
on the magnitude of the spatial similarity SD(Rc')
threshoIdT, , In IF,, only a little part of regions are
non-ohject regions and very similar to nearby areas
in Ill,, thus, the likehood of region to he classified as
foregroundhackground can be estimated according
to the spatial similarity. Doing this way, the
algorithm can overcome the drawback of region
classification based on motion estimation which is
sensitive to irregular movement and illumination.

2)

temporal constraint energy

YT(X,O)=

i

R: and

The constants a,,L?,y determine the relative
proportion of the three terms in the posterior energy.
In experiments, we found that using a = 1 .O ,
,L? = y = 0.6 can obtain satisfactory results. The
thresholds T, and T,depend on the complexity of
video's background. To choose accurate thresholds
adaptively, we select the spatial similarity and
temporal similarity as classification plane
respectively, and choose the plane that maximize the
distance between classes as the value of T, and T,
according to the Fisher linear discrimination
criterion. The minimization of posterior energy is
performed using an iterative deterministic relaxation
scheme known as HCF [8].

Experiments have been carried out on a Pentium

rV 2.4G PC, the frame size is 352*288, the
processing speed per frame is about 1.5-2.0 s, the

(10)

w h e r e m q ) is the temporal similarity of R: and lo,, :

L(Rc!,)= F

are, the more likely

5. Experimental Results

Y'(x,0)

f(TD($),~,TD,,lQ,)X,= F
l-f(m$),q,7Dm,Dm)
X,= B

Ri

R l belong to the same class.

normalizesd to [O, I]:

0.5~
(d -d,)/(T - 4 )
f ( d , T , d , , d , )=
O.S+O.Sx(d-T)/(d,- T )

(13)

V j E ( X , Orepresents
)
that the more similarR; and

number of background pixels matching with R,' .

f ( d , T , d , , d , ) is

E Nor(R:)

(11)

Y ' ( X . 0 ) represents the likehood of the region

average processing time for each step is shown in
Table I. If the objects segmentation is performed on
the whole image, only the time spent on the
classification will exceed 10 s. This shows that
temporal segmentation before spatial segmentation
and classification reduces the computation
complexity largely.

R,' to he classified as foregroundhackground based
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segmentation procession largely. Secondly, the
region classification is implemented by estimating
the MAP of the MRF using spatial, temporal and
adjacent constraints. Doing this way, the proposed
algorithm overcomes the drawback of region
classification based on motion estimation, which is
sensitive to objects’ irregular movement and
illumination. Experimental results validate the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Steps
Time
Segmentation results of a diving sequence are
shown in Fig. I . In this sequence, the illumination is
obvious and the motion of the athlete is rapid and
non-rigid, experiments results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm is not sensitive to objects’
irregular movement and illumination.
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Fig. 1 Segmentation results of Diving sequence
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proposed by Y. Tsaig [SI using region classification
based on motion estimation, (b) is the results of our
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drawback of the region classification based on
motion estimation.
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Fig. 2 contrastive experiments

6. Conclusions
An automatic segmentation algorithm for moving
objects in video sequences under multi-constrains is
proposed.
Compared with
existing hybrid
segmentation algorithms, the proposed algorithm has
the
following
advantages.
First,
temporal
segmentation before spatial segmentation and
classification reduces the computation time of
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